CRISPR Symposium

Sep 12th, 2013, 2:00-4:00 pm
Cannon Room, Building C
Harvard Medical School

Speakers & Talks:

Le Cong  PhD student, Harvard University
CRISPR Genome Engineering Technologies and Application

Luhan Yang  PhD student, Harvard University
Cas9 as the a versatile tool for engineering biology

Patrick David Hsu  PhD student, Harvard University
High precision genome editing with RNA-guided Cas9 nucleases

Hui Yang  PhD, Postdoctoral Researcher, MIT
One-Step Generation of Genetically Modified Mice by CRISPR/Cas-Mediated Genome Engineering

Organized by:
HMS-CSSA  www.hms-cssa.org
PDA  www.hms.harvard.edu/pda/

Please join us by sending emails to cssa@hms-cssa.org or pda@hms.harvard.edu